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Welcome to the second Journal of Ship Hull
Performance for 2012

W

ith bunker prices at a whole new level,
anything which can help a ship operate

more economically and profitably must be of
the highest interest. This issue of the Journal
of Ship Hull Performance takes a close look at
two subjects which can each greatly affect these
economic issues. Together, they can account for
a fuel penalty of as much as 40%. On the positive
side, full grasp and intelligent application of
these subjects can lead to fuel savings that high.
These subjects are hull coating degradation and
propeller maintenance.
Hull coating degradation, its causes and how
to prevent it is covered in Hydrex White Paper No.
9 Hull Coating Degradation – the Hidden Cost. It
is an acknowledged fact in the shipping industry
that blasting a conventionally coated 10-15 year
old ship hull back to bare steel can improve fuel
consumption by 25-40%. This shows the fuel
penalty attributable to a hull coating which has
become rough with age. Obviously the penalty
doesn’t suddenly accrue after 10 years service. It
is a gradual build-up beginning with initial coating

consists of periodic polishing with a polishing or

damage and deterioration and compounded at every

grinding disk, either in the water or when the vessel

drydocking by spot repairs and partial repainting,

is in drydock. Hydrex White Paper 10, Propeller

each time leaving the hull rougher, until finally the

Maintenance, however, looks at a different ap-

hull has so much inherent drag that a full blasting

proach to maintaining a smooth propeller, one

and recoating is the only answer. The White

which can provide a higher yield with faster, lighter

Paper addresses the causes and the best available

and more frequent cleaning. This approach results

practices for eliminating this fuel penalty.

in less removal of material from the propeller and

Propeller maintenance has long been regarded
as a low cost, high returns practice. Research has
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therefore lower emission of heavy metals, which is
kinder to the environment.

found fuel penalty figures of 5-15% associated

We have included a remarkably enlightening

with propeller roughness and fouling. Considering

set of facts and figures regarding potential fuel

the ease and low cost of keeping a propeller

savings from hull and propeller maintenance which

smooth while in service, this form of maintenance

were presented by Mr. Daniel Kane of Propulsion

is clearly worthwhile. Usually this maintenance

Dynamics at the Green Ship Technology 2012

spreading the pollution further and this research

scenarios and demonstrate just how much can be

aims to establish the extent to which that technology

saved through correct hull coating and hull and

is needed.
In this issue of the Journal of Ship Hull
Performance we are proud to announce an

Commissioned by Boud Van Rompay and Hydrex,

upcoming Hydrex White Book Volume 1 which

three highly qualified scientists, one British, one

will be a compilation of the first 10 Hydrex White

South African and the third Greek, have begun a

Papers plus a number of key articles and interviews

project to find out just how serious the sediment

from the first year and half of issues of the Journal

contamination situation is. The first phase of the

of Ship Hull Performance and some key references

project will use a geographical information system

and papers, all revised and updated.

to codify, tabulate and map currently known

As usual, we hope you will find the material

information about sediment pollution, particularly

useful and that it will help you in your decisions

around ports and harbors and especially shipyards

about how to protect and maintain your ship or

where the ship-related contaminants are highest.

fleet’s underwater hull, control fouling and cut costs

This phase will then point the way to more in-depth

and emissions through increased fuel efficiency.
Some Vital Statistics
from Green Ship
Technology 2012

research to quantify and qualify the situation with

White Paper 10

An exciting research project has been launched.

White Paper 9

propeller maintenance practices.
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conference in Copenhagen. These are real world

regard to marine pollution. The idea is not only to
count the cost of continuing to pour heavy metals
and other chemicals into the sea although that is
a part of it: how widespread and how serious is
the contamination problem and what will the cost
Boud Van Rompay

ways of removing contaminated sediment without

CEO, Hydrex.

Research Project –
Quantification of Pollution
Levels in Harbor Sediments

be to clean it up? But Hydrex is also developing

Announcement of White
Book N° 1
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Hydrex
White Paper N°9
Hull Coating Degradation the Hidden Cost
How to avoid large fuel penalties,
without repeated drydocking and
hull repainting

industry. It is well known and accepted: by the time a

Part I.

ship with a biocidal antifouling or with a fouling release

Introduction

“A

hull coating system reaches 10 years or so since the
last time it was fully blasted to bare steel, it will have
increased fuel consumption by 25-40% compared to

ship scheduled for such surface preparation

initial sea trials, even when it is not heavily fouled.

[blasting down to bare steel] – whatever

There seems to be very little scientific information

coating system is being used – would normally be

which quantifies the exact proportion of fuel penalty

10-15 years old. The blasting will change the hull

which can be attributed to hull coating degradation

condition from rough and possibly fouled, to smooth

as opposed to biofouling, but the evidence that there is

and clean. We know that this surface preparation can

a combined fuel penalty of this magnitude is very clear

improve fuel consumption by about 25-40 per cent,

and well known to informed technical superintendents

depending on prior condition.”

and those responsible for the fuel efficiency of ships
around the world. A 10-year-old ship goes to drydock,

“We know that this surface preparation can improve fuel consumption by
about 25-40 per cent, depending on
prior condition.” Bjørn Wallentin, Jotun

the hull is grit blasted, a full new coating system is
applied properly (any type) and the fuel consumption
subsequently drops dramatically.
This increase in fuel penalty does not occur
suddenly. It is a gradual process from when the ship is

The statement, made by Bjørn Wallentin, Jotun Coat-

first launched, through the various drydockings in which

ing’s global sales director for hull performance solutions,

the hull coating is patched, touched up, partially repaired

appeared in an article in the June/July 2011 issue of

and reapplied until, after 10 or 12 years the coating has

Marine Propulsion.

1

Mr. Wallentin’s statement represents general
conventional wisdom on the subject in the shipping

4

1 Bjørn Wallentin, Jotun Coatings, “The illusion of fuel savings,”
Marine Propulsion June/July 2011.

and by the shipping industry as a whole. A fuel penalty

and reapplied completely. Throughout those 10 years,

of 25-40% represents tens of billions of dollars wasted

the fuel efficiency has gradually become worse

annually across the world fleet.
The IMO Second GHG Study placed the total

unnecessarily to maintain power and speed despite

world non-military shipping fuel consumption for 2007

increased hull resistance.

at 333 million metric tons.2 It also showed an increase

In days gone by, a ship’s engines were built with 40%

of 80 million tons over a 5-year period. Projecting these

surplus power. One reason for this was to compensate

figures forward to 2012 would provide an estimate of

for what was thought to be “engine degradation” as

well over 400 million tons of fuel consumed by non-

the ship aged. But was it “engine degradation” or was

military shipping in 2012.
Bunker prices in February 2012 averaged over

would indicate that the additional power was needed to

$700 per ton.3 That would put the world shipping fuel

maintain initial trial speeds as the hull friction increased

bill at $280,000,000,000 for the year. While these

over time.

figures are estimates, one can easily see that a reduction

This White Paper aims to collect available

of 25% fuel consumption as a result of best available

information on the effects of hull coating degradation,

hull protection and fouling control practices could save

invite reader participation in gathering additional

$70,000,000,000 worldwide in one year. That does not

experiential information, and highlight a system which

include navies.

becomes hydrodynamically smoother as the ship ages,
operating as it does on entirely different principles than
the coating systems in general use.
The rewards of successful application of such
a system include a greatly reduced fuel bill for ship

... a reduction of 25% fuel consumption
as a result of best available hull protection and fouling control practices could
save $70,000,000,000 worldwide in
one year.
At a time when pressure to reduce air emissions

SOX, black carbon and other environmentally unwanted

from shipping is mounting, such a significant reduction

emissions.

in fuel consumption would make a real difference to the
global air emissions from ships.

Part II.

T

shipping companies is the frequent need to drydock
in order to repair or replenish conventional biocidal
antifouling coatings and to clean and repair fouling
release coatings. If the drydocking interval could be
increased to 71/2 or 10 years, the reduction in drydocking

he time is certainly right for an overhaul of

and cost of paint reapplication would help to drastically

current, traditional hull coating practices.

reduce the cost of transport by sea as a whole. The main
reason for a shorter drydocking interval is hull coating

A major incentive to change is the high and rising cost

maintenance. Were it not for having to repaint, many

of bunker fuel coupled with tight budgets required by

vessels could stay out of drydock for much longer

by navies and other government owned fleets where
budget constraints are requiring more efficient operation

2 IMO, Second IMO GHG Study 2009.
3 Bunkerworld Daily E-mail, 10 February 2012.

Upcoming events

many shipping companies in order to operate profitably,
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Time for change –
$70 billion at stake?

Another factor which reduces the profitability of

Research Project –
Quantification of Pollution
Levels in Harbor Sediments

operators and a consequent reduction of CO2, NOX,
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does not undergo degradation over time but in fact

White Paper 10

it simply “hull coating degradation”? The evidence

White Paper 9

and worse. A great deal of money has been spent
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degraded so much that it has to be entirely blasted off

5

roughness due to application was smoothed out in

periods.
There are therefore many reasons, both economic

service. The name ‘self-polishing’ for these products

and environmental, to seek a hull protection and fouling

was therefore applied by the marine coatings industry

control system which does not require frequent renewal,

to indicate smoothing properties, although, whilst

which does not degrade as a ship ages, and which can,

the paint itself became smoother, the hull, overall,

economically and without damage to the coating itself or

often became rougher due to surface damage. The

to the environment, be kept clean of any fouling heavier

added resistance due to paint surface damage was a

than a light slime.

problem recognized by Holzapfel.5
Dr. Townsin’s paper does not concern itself with solutions

Part III.

to the fuel penalty from hull coating degradation. It
discusses ways of measuring such a penalty.

The problem of hull
coating deterioration

In his PhD thesis, “An Economic and Environmental Optimization Methodology for Hull-Cleaning
Schedules,” Michael E. Klein of Webb Institute stated:

Dr. Robert Townsin’s well-known paper, “The Ship Hull
Fouling Penalty,” published in 2002, states the problem

A vessel’s hull experiences an increase in frictional

of hull friction as follows:

resistance throughout its service life. One significant
source of this increased resistance is the increased

Almost all vessels have an antifouling paint coating

hull roughness caused by the deterioration of the

over the underwater hull. Generally, propeller blade

underwater coating system through damage or

surfaces are of polished metal e.g. manganese bronze,

corrosion. Structural issues such as shell-plate de-

and will have no antifouling provision. As far as the

formation and corrosion also contribute although to

hull coating is concerned, a number of problems can

a much lesser degree.6

arise. Firstly, a new antifouled surface may be hydrodynamically rough, usually as a result of poor paint

Hull friction due to biofouling has been dealt with

application management e.g. drips, runs, sagging,

extensively in earlier White Papers in this series,

overspray, grit inclusion. Secondly, the coating may

particularly Hydrex White Paper No. 1 “Ship Hull

become rougher in service due to paint system partial

Performance in the Post-TBT Era,” and Hydrex White

failures and mechanical contact damage. Thirdly, the

Paper No. 2 “The Slime Factor.”

antifouling provision may be inadequate over time,
resulting in slime development, and then weed and
shell growth, variously distributed over the hull.

4

Hull coating degradation was not addressed as a
specific problem all of its own.
Neither Townsin nor Klein consider the deterioration of hull coating caused by spot repairs to AF

To the list of reasons the coating may become rougher in

and FR coatings due to the problems inherent in these

service could be added, “repeated repairs to the damaged

coating types.

coating which can result in a very rough surface.”
Dr. Townsin goes on to say in the same paper:
Whilst the ablation of these products [ablative coatings] and the consequent biocide leach rate was their
prime raison d’etre, it was also noted that any initial

6

4 R. L. Townsin, “The Ship Hull Fouling Penalty,” Biofouling, 2003
Vol 19 (Supplement), pp 9-15 (2002).
5 Ibid.
6 Michael E. Klein, “An Economic and Environmental Optimization
Methodology for Hull-cleaning Schedules,” BSc thesis, Webb
Institute, June 2011, p 24.

The added monthly cost from roughness increases
over time until the next drydocking, when the underwater hull will be grit-blasted and roughness will be

However, as will be shown below, the general practice is

on which antifouling type was used. With traditional

for ships to go for two, three or more drydocking cycles

antifoulings the increase in Average Hull Roughness

with only spot repairs to the coatings and to be fully

(AHR) over time was found to be 40 microns per

blasted and recoated only once every ten years or more.

year, with part of this increase resulting from the

Each partial repair causes additional hull friction.

reasons mentioned earlier and part resulting from
maintenance painting at each drydocking (assuming

by International Paint Ltd. (Akzo Nobel) in 2004 entitled

no reblasting). Fouling was removed prior to meas-

“Hull Roughness Penalty Calculator”:

urement of roughness.8

White Paper 10

The following statement occurs in a paper published

White Paper 9

drastically reduced.7

“...over time, ships generally get rougher
due to mechanical damage from anchor
chains, tugs, grounding, berthing, etc.
and from mechanical damage, cracking,
blistering, detachment, corrosion etc. of
applied surface coatings.” International Paint

Welcome to the second
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Klein does note
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Torben Munk and Daniel Kane of Propulsion Dynamics,

roughness studies were carried out. These studies

Inc., USA and D. M. Yebra of Pinturas Hempel S.A.,

showed that over time, ships generally get rougher

Spain, in chapter 7 of Advances in marine antifouling

due to mechanical damage from anchor chains,

coatings and technology, entitled “The effects of

Announcement of White
Book N° 1

During the period 1976 – 1986, two substantial hull

tugs, grounding, berthing, etc. and from mechanical
etc. of applied surface coatings. The increase in
roughness was found to differ markedly depending

7 Ibid, p 31.
8 International Marine Coatings, “Hull Roughness Penalty Calculator: The economic importance of hull condition,” Akzo Nobel,
2004.

Upcoming events

damage, cracking, blistering, detachment, corrosion

7

corrosion and fouling on the performance of ocean-

bare steel and complete recoating would give a clue

going vessels: a naval architectural perspective,” in-

as to the degree of added hull friction caused by hull

clude useful information and a graph concerning hull

coating degradation alone, regardless of the state of

roughness compared to age of ship.9

fouling of the hull. In each case the fouling would be

Among the conclusions listed at the end of the
chapter, the authors state the following:

completely removed so the difference of fuel efficiency
after each drydocking would show the degree of hull
friction increase (and therefore fuel penalty) resulting

3. The basic hull treatment in drydock has a pro-

from coating degradation alone. This would be a worth-

nounced influence on added resistance after dry-

while study. Probably the data exists in some records

docking. In the best cases, the baseline added

somewhere, but it does not appear to have been made

resistance will only be 0% - 4%. A partial hull blasting

public.

treatment with new coating system has been seen

Considering the drive for greater fuel efficiency in

to result in an added resistance of 5% - 20%, while

the world fleet and for profitable operation by fleet and

in the worst cases there is no benefit at all from

ship operators, quantification of and a solution to the

drydocking.

problem of hull friction due solely to coating degradation

10

would be extremely valuable. This current White Paper

“The basic hull treatment in drydock
has a pronounced influence on added
resistance after drydocking. In the best
cases, the baseline added resistance
will only be 0% - 4%. A partial hull
blasting treatment with new coating
system has been seen to result in an
added resistance of 5%-20%, while in
the worst cases there is no benefit at all
from drydocking.” T Munk, D Kane, D M Yebra
This conclusion and indeed the whole chapter does not,
however, quantify the effects of coating degradation

examines hull coating degradation as a separate problem
from hull fouling – one that can be addressed and solved
relatively simply.

This current White Paper examines
hull coating degradation as a separate
problem from hull fouling – one that
can be addressed and solved relatively
simply.

Why and how do hull coatings
degrade as a vessel ages?

as an independent source of hull friction separate from
biofouling. In fact, surprisingly, no studies have been

The problems of hull deterioration associated with

found by the authors of this White Paper which do

biocidal antifouling coating systems (AF) and also with

measure the added friction of a hull as the vessel ages,

silicone or fluoropolymer based fouling release coating

despite the common knowledge among the shipping

systems (FR) are built into these coating systems from

industry that the simple fact of blasting a hull back to

inception by the very nature of the coating systems

bare steel after a vessel has been in service for around

themselves and the methods used for interim repair and

10 years makes a massive difference to the ship’s subsequent fuel efficiency, regardless of type of coating,
degree of fouling or any other condition.
A simple comparison of the fuel efficiency gain
(or lack of it) after a third drydocking involving hull
cleaning, spot blasting and partial hull coating repair,
versus the fuel efficiency gain after a full blasting to

8

9 International Marine Coatings Akzo Nobel, Propeller Issue 15,
January 2003, p 7, as used in Chapter 7 of Advances in marine
antifouling coatings and technologies, edited by Claire Hellio and
Diego Yebra, page 161,
10 T. Munk, D. Kane, D.M. Yebra, “The effects of corrosion and
fouling on the performance of ocean-going vessels: a naval architectural perspective,” Chapter 7 Advances in marine antifouling
coatings and technologies, edited by Claire Hellio and Diego
Yebra, Woodhead Publishing Ltd. p 161.

great deal of non-targeted marine life.
These coatings generally last for a period of

In both cases the topcoats, whether leaching biocides

3 - 5 years of antifouling operation on the ship. After

or having non-stick qualities, are rather thin (4-600

a while the toxins have leached out, the coatings

microns total) easily damaged, and in the case of

have worn away and the ship needs to go to drydock

biocides, are designed to deplete and wear away. Over

to get the coating repaired and replaced.
Most of those ships, even the new ones,

of the layers and not others, these coatings tend to

after 3 - 5 years will have extensive mechanical

build up internal stress, blister, crack and delaminate.

damage, rust spots and damaged coating flaking

They are subject to undercreep and corrosion of the

off in spots. It becomes necessary to spot-blast rust

underlying steel. They are not well able to withstand

spots, remove any flaking coating, blast those areas,

cavitation. Partial repairs to these coatings in the form

touch them up again typically with one primer coat

of spot blasting, touch-ups and replenishment of the

and two midcoats, before reapplying the two full

anti-fouling biocides and replacement of the foul release

antifouling coatings to the whole hull.
The antifouling coating has to be reapplied

hull becomes cratered, chipped, cracked and generally

after 3 - 5 years as the biocides have all leached

very rough. Hull friction is thus greatly increased

out, but because the midcoats are just standard

through coating degradation alone regardless of the state

epoxy coatings, and because a standard AF system

or degree of fouling.

is limited in thickness to between 400 and 600

The cycle is summarized here, as described by an
independent, SSPC/NACE certified paint inspector and
protective coatings consultant who specializes in steel
surfaces including ship hull coatings. This information
11

microns in total, they are easily damaged. A scratch
will go right through to the bare steel.
Some photos on the next page will illustrate
the problem, the repair and the results:

Some Vital Statistics
from Green Ship
Technology 2012

coatings add to the problem so that over time the ship’s

White Paper 10

time, with damage, spot repairs, reapplications of some

White Paper 9

layers (4-7 or more) of non-homogeneous coatings.
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reapplication. These systems are composed of multiple

was not found well-expressed elsewhere and Mr. Gunnar

False economy?

description of the hull coating deterioration process as a

Because the shipping industry has operated for a

vessel ages, based as it is on long term direct observation

long time on cheap fabrication and installation costs,

and experience.

many owners have chosen cheaper coating systems,
based on low cost surface preparation methods.
This basically undermines the whole integrity of a

Many older ships have been coated with traditional

good ship hull coating in the long run because if

antifouling coating systems which usually consist

the surface preparation is not what it ideally should

of an adhesive corrosion-resistant primer, typically

be there will be less adhesion and therefore more

two epoxy midcoats and two antifouling topcoats.

damage when the ship hits something.
Here is an example of a typical low budget

substances so that the marine growth which tries to

application. During newbuild most ships are

attach itself to the antifouling coating ingests these

fabricated in blocks or sections constructed from

toxins, dies and detaches form the hull. Most of

plates. Before they assemble the sections they will

those coatings are based on the principle of toxins

preblast the plates and apply what they call a shop

being leached out of the antifouling layers, killing

primer to them. They use various materials for the

off not only much of the marine life trying to attach

shop primer, such as an epoxy shop primer that

itself to the hull of the ship, but also unfortunately a

will typically have a thickness of 30 - 40 microns

Upcoming events

The antifouling topcoats typically contain toxic
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The hull coating deterioration process

Research Project –
Quantification of Pollution
Levels in Harbor Sediments

Ackx is gratefully acknowledged for sharing his succinct

9

(Above) Hull coating repair as currently practiced. (Below left) The results of coating degradation and repair. (Below right)
Completed coating repair showing a very rough hull.
maximum or a somewhat better quality zinc-silicate

the full antifouling coating applied on the entire

shop primer. The mill scale will be blasted off

hull.

and the shop primer applied just to stop the steel

In that all too typical process the initial surface

from rusting again during the construction phase.

preparation is far from ideal: the shot profile provides

The plates are usually blasted with round abrasive,

less adhesion surface for the coating. The result is

called shot abrasive, which creates a completely

four or five layers of paint to a total thickness of 4 -

different profile than when using angular abrasive

600 microns on a relatively shallow surface profile

typically used to create a proper profile for long-

which is bound to lead to less adhesion and more

lasting surface treated coatings (STCs) for example.

under-creep corrosion in the case of any damage.

So the process begins with a different (much

It is cheaper to manufacture a ship in that way

shallower) anchor profile. The shop primer is

than to manually blast all the plates of the whole

applied for the construction phase, and once the

ship. For the nearly 20 years that Gunnar Ackx has

sections are assembled or one section is finished,

been working as a paint inspector he has seen ships

application of the hull coating system begins. Very

typically being constructed in that way. They then

often that initial shot blasting is all the profile the

come into drydock every 3 - 5 years so that the hull

steel will receive. Typically the primer and one or

coating can be repaired and reapplied.

two midcoats will then be applied to the blocks and

10

the antifouling is usually applied once the ship is

Foul-release coating systems

completely assembled and is in the fabrication hall.

Over the last 10 years or so there has been

Then the seams will be welded, the preliminary

somewhat of a change in the industry. The major

coatings will be built up on the weld seams and then

drive for change was the attempt to remove the

an area requires some overlap of that repair patch

the antifouling was found to be killing off not only

with the existing coating. It’s tricky to repair

the marine growth trying to attach itself to the ship’s

because epoxy will not stick well on the silicone.

hull, but also a lot of non-targeted sea life. There are
so many ships in the sea leaching so many toxins
any more. In an attempt to reverse that process
local or international bans were placed on TBT and
copper antifoulings which led the manufacturers to
come up with alternative hull coatings that are not

White Paper 9

that there are harbors where there isn’t any sea life

After two or three times, again because
of the less than ideal surface preparation, the coating around the previously
blasted and patched area will have
delaminated to some degree and this
then becomes the new weak link in the
system. Gunnar Ackx

Welcome to the second
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toxins from the antifouling. The TBT or copper in

as toxic.
coatings which are designed to work not on the

repair conventional (biocidal) anti-foulings. Ships

principle of releasing toxins to kill off the sea life

that have come into drydock several times will be

growth but of providing a surface that is smooth, and

spot blasted, spot repaired and then the antifouling

has non-stick characteristics which make it harder

will be renewed. After two or three times, again

for the barnacles and algae to attach themselves to

because of the less than ideal surface preparation,

the hull. They work best if the ship is under way,

the coating around the previously blasted and

preferably at higher speeds. If the ship is at anchor

patched area will have delaminated to some degree

or moored in the harbor, or if it doesn’t sail at high

and this then becomes the new weak link in the

speeds, foul release coatings do not work very well

system. The patch repair will overlap the edges, but

because they are dependent on the speed of the ship

already there is an edge which does not have good

in the water to naturally wash down anything which

adhesion, so when the ship comes in for the next

tries to attach itself to the ship’s hull.

drydocking it will often be seen that the spot repair
is still intact but right around it there is new rust,

coating. As described above, the surface preparation

new coating flaking off, so this now becomes a new

is often less than ideal. This is usually followed by

area to repair.

the application of a primer, two epoxy coats and

Full blasting and recoating

at a 4 - 5 layer coating system which requires

With every drydocking this increases until it

4 - 5 application procedures, and the result is still

becomes simply too much to spot blast, at which

coatings that have a typical thickness of 4 - 500

point the entire hull will have to be blasted to bare

microns and are quite easily damaged.

steel with an SA 2.5 profile (or an SP 10 in US
standards) and the full multiple coat system will

Repair

need to be applied.
How often that complete reblasting and

the fouling has been removed, one can see scratches,

replacement of the entire coating occurs depends to

gouges, damage, and the same undercreep corro-

some degree on the type of antifouling, on the type

sion because of the poor anchor profile – the less

of ship, on where it sails. If it sails in the Arctic,

than ideal surface preparation. So this also has to

how much it gets damaged, if it’s just a container

be repaired. And silicone-based antifoulings are not

vessel or if it’s a pilot vessel in a harbor for example,

easy to repair because they are non-stick; repairing

that will get a lot more mechanical abuse than the

Upcoming events
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This led to the development of foul-release
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average cargo ship. On average a complete reblast
and recoat will be needed every 3 to 5 drydocking
cycles, somewhere between 9 and 15 years.
These practices and estimated numbers of
drydockings and drydocking intervals apply to both
biocidal AF coating systems and FR systems. In
the case of the FR systems, because they tend to be

Full blast and full recoating is recommended for most ships after 10 years of
service, if it is not done before that date.
The reason being that experience has
shown that the average hull roughness
after two times partial repair tends to
be high.... Daniel Kane

even more easily damaged, even more spot repairs
are needed every drydock cycle until eventually so

Full blast and full recoating is recommended for

much repair is needed that it becomes more efficient

most ships after 10 years of service, if it is not done

to blast the hull down to bare steel and reapply the

before that date. The reason being that experience

entire coating system.

has shown that the average hull roughness after two
times partial repair tends to be high....12

Stress and coating degradation
Every time the ship is drydocked and the hull coating
repaired and reapplied, new layers are being built

In-water cleaning

up on top of old layers, adding further stress in the

For a number of reasons, neither AF nor FR coatings are

coating system to the total stress which is already in

suitable for in-water cleaning except for the removal of

there. Every coating system shrinks when it cures

light slime from FR coatings. In confirmation of this,

so by definition that means that stress is building up

one major paint company’s contract recently stipulated

inside that coating system during the curing phase.

that the warranty for the AF coating would be voided

Every new layer applied on top of existing layers

if the ship was cleaned underwater. For environmental

adds stress to the point where something has to

reasons, biocidal AF coatings should never be cleaned

break some-where. And that again comes down to

in the water. In many places the practice is forbidden.

that less than ideal surface preparation, where the

There are no cleaning systems which collect all the

weak link will be the interface between the steel and

debris and biocides which are discharged suddenly when

the primer. That’s where it will start coming off and

biocidal coatings are subjected to in-water cleaning.

there will be corrosion again and again.

Additionally, the in-water cleaning damages the coating.

So the more layers that are built up with every

Similarly, FR coatings are not suitable for in-water

drydocking cycle, the quicker the damage occurs

cleaning of anything beyond a light slime because the

because more stress is added to the coating. In

coating itself can easily be damaged by the cleaning

the case of one particular cruise ship in drydock

process. Once the FR coating has been damaged, it

recently, the top side of the stern was being blasted

loses the very properties on which it is based and can

and there were 2-2.5 mm flakes coming off with 15-

rapidly become fouled. And there are questions about

16 paint layers that had been applied one on top of

the environmental hazard posed by FR coatings.

another.

Most shipowners simply apply the AF or FR coating system, and hope that the biocides or the speed of

This then is the cycle of hull coating degradation.
The information above is confirmed in an April

the vessel through the water will keep the hull majorly
free of fouling until the next drydocking, three to five

2010 paper by Daniel Kane presented at NACE
STG (Specific Technology Group) 44 entitled “Hull
Roughness Issues”:

12

12 Daniel Kane, “Hull Roughness Issues,” NACE STG 44, 15 April
2010.

degradation are attributable to the types of coating in

usually builds up over the period in between drydocking,

general use and the current practices for maintaining

contributing to the overall increased fuel penalty.

these coatings.

Despite the unsuitability, there are attempts to clean
both AF and FR coatings in the water and, as explained
and increase the fuel penalty which such cleaning is
attempting to mitigate.

Summary
Much work has been carried out to demonstrate the
Extensive research exists on the subject of the combined

Part IV.

General principles of a
practical solution

effects of deteriorated hull paint condition and biofouling
on ship hull resistance. No work has been found which

It should be clear that a solution to the paint degradation

addresses the effects of increased hull friction due solely

and consequent added fuel penalty described above

to deteriorating hull paint condition as a result of aging,

would consist of

drydock, separate from added friction due to hull fouling.
Observation and anecdotal information indicates

1. A coating which does not increase hull friction as it
ages;

that a full blasting of a 10-year old ship’s hull and

2. A hull maintenance routine which does not result

recoating with any system will result in a remarkable,

in a damaged, deteriorated, rough hull coating with

dramatic, incredible change in the ship’s fuel efficiency

consequent increased drag for the ship.

describe the increase in fuel efficiency from such treat-

At the same time such a solution should be

ment). Yet drydocking an older ship, removing all fouling

1. Economically viable, cheaper than conventional ap-

and carrying out spot, partial repairs to the coating and

proaches and productive of fuel savings;

reapplying antifouling (or foul release coatings produces

2. Environmentally benign: non-toxic, suitable for

nothing like the effect of a full blast down to bare steel

keeping hull and niche areas free of aquatic invasive

and recoating). Figures of 25 - 40% are acknowledged.

species, and low or no VOCs on application.

water cleaning of a somewhat fouled AF or FR coating or

Additional factors which must be part of such a solution

drydocking and partial repair of such coatings.

would be

As mentioned above, it would be valuable research
to establish the actual fuel penalty attributable to coating
deterioration alone. Especially since such deterioration
is not inevitable as there are coatings which do not
deteriorate as the ship ages and in fact improve in

1. The durability of the coating;
2. The ease, economy and environmental safety with
which it can be maintained in the water;
3. The lack of need for frequent drydocking for
maintenance or repair.

The current well-known problems of hull coating

Ideally such a coating would consist of a single,
homogeneous layer (rather than many different layers

Upcoming events

hydrodynamic smoothness and overall hull friction with
routine and repeated in-water hull cleaning.
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mechanical damage and of spot and partial repairs in
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relationship between hull friction and fuel efficiency.
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above, this tends to accelerate the coating degradation

The current well-known problems of hull
coating degradation are attributable to
the types of coating in general use and
the current practices for maintaining
these coatings.
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of non-homogeneous substances) which provides

as the ship ages is entirely avoided by such a system.

protection against corrosion and cavitation damage

Where mechanical damage does occur, invariably less

and is highly resistant to abrasion and any me-chanical

than 1% of the coated hull is affected and can be easily

stress. Any minor repairs needed would blend smoothly

and rapidly touched up during routine, class-required

in to the existing coating without creating the rough,

drydocking.

cratered surface associated with spot blasted and
partially repaired AF or FR coating systems as they age.
As has been shown, conventional AF and FR
coatings in general use do not meet these criteria.

Case studies
Some photos will show the difference between hulls
coated with STC compared to hulls coated with AF or

One coating system currently available
which meets all the above criteria is
the glassflake vinylester resin surface
treated coating (STC) combined with
routine in-water cleaning.

FR coatings after a similar time in service under similar
conditions. The photos were taken in drydock after the
fouling was removed but before any repairs had been
done.
The first example is of the MV Baltic Swan, owned

One coating system currently available which meets
all the above criteria is the glassflake vinylester resin
surface treated coating (STC) combined with routine inwater cleaning. This is a completely nontoxic type of
coating which does not work on the basis of leaching
chemicals into the water, nor is it a fouling release type
of coating. It will foul. But it is extremely easy to clean
in the water with no adverse effect on the environment
or the coating. It is a system which combines a hard,
inert coating with routine in-water cleaning to keep
the hull free of anything more than a light slime and to
keep the nooks and crannies which are most susceptible
to sheltering aquatic invasive species free from any
macrofouling. Because it adheres so strongly to a properly-prepared hull, even when mechanical damage
does occur, the coating is not subject to undercreep
or delamination. Because the STC consists of a
single, homogenous layer, such repairs consist of spot
application of the same single coating which blends in
well with the existing hull.
This type of coating is applied once at newbuild
or in drydock and then lasts the lifetime of the vessel
without any need for a full repaint. The cycle of
application, damage or depletion, drydocking for spot
blasting and partial repairs with the resulting increased hull roughness and heightened fuel penalty
MV Baltic Swan after 4 years service with conventional
hull coating (above).
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surface treated coating (STC) was applied. Two years

Swan is a 149 meter, 13,713 tons DWT container ship

later after sailing between Rotterdam, Hamburg and

built in 2004. The first set of photos show the state of the

Saint Petersburg in harsh conditions including first-year

hull coating in March 2008 after trading in ice. At that

ice, and with routine in-water hull cleaning, the ship was

point the conventional coating was four years old. The

returned to drydock in 2010 and the hull inspected. The

photos were taken after cleaning but before blasting.

second set of photos shows the results of that inspection.

The hull was then grit blasted and a glassflake vinylester

The second example is of an 80,000 ton cruise ship

Upcoming events

and managed by Peter Doehle of Hamburg. The Baltic
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Above 4 photos show the hull after 2 years of service with STC in harsh conditions with no repair needed.
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(Above) Condition of cruise ship hull 10 years after initial launch, with usual spot repairs and partial repainting during
that time.
(Below) The same hull, two years after application of glassflake vinylester resin STC and routine in-water cleaning, showing
almost no damage to the coating and no coating deterioration.
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when the ship was drydocked two years later. It had been

for the first 10 years of its life with the usual drydocking

cleaned routinely in the water. The hull had a slime layer

and repairs. In 2008 it was blasted back to bare steel and

when drydocked and this was pressure washed.
The third example is of MV Patriot, owned by

state of the hull before the old coatings were blasted off.

Interscan of Hamburg, Germany. Built in 1994, the

The second set of photos shows the state of the coating

Patriot is a 3,000 ton 82-meter cargo ship. Its trading

White Paper 9

recoated with an STC. The first set of photos show the
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(Below) The hull 1 1/2 years after STC was applied, ship trading in very harsh conditions (ice).
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(Above) The hull 6 years after launch, using conventional antifouling coating which had been repaired in drydock 2 - 3
years before.
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(Above) The hull 4 years after STC was first applied, with no significant repair to the coating.
takes it into first-year ice. The first three photos show the

The third set of photos show the hull after four years of

hull’s condition in June 2005, two to three years after the

service. Some very small spots of mechanical damage

last drydocking and conventional hull paint was applied.

needed to be repaired but the hull is still as smooth as

The photos were taken after the hull was cleaned and

when the STC was first applied.

before it was blasted and an STC was applied. The

The next example shows a hull coated with an STC

second set of photos show the hull after a year and a half

which had to be repaired due to internal welding on the

of trading in harsh conditions with an STC on the hull.

hull. The coating obviously did not survive the heat from

(Above) Damage to coating from welding on the inside of the hull being repaired by spraying on two coats of STC to match
the coating thickness of 1000 microns.
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had been on the ship for two years and despite regular

was damaged by the welding had to be recoated. Due to

cleaning, including removal of very heavy calcareous

the nature of the STC, no primer was needed. The strips

fouling after the ship was laid up for nine months, was

were blasted and then recoated with two coats of the STC

in pristine condition (and still is).

which blended in well to the rest of the hull. This coating

The ship below, the tug Valcke, was coated with
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the welding and the external hull strips where the paint
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(Above) The finished repair leaves the hull as smooth as when the coating was applied several years earlier.
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an STC in 2005. The first photo shows the hull (with
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the STC. The second photo shows the same hull after

only been in use since 2003-4 so experience as to its

5 years with the STC in service and with no repairs in

longevity and performance is still being gathered. But,

the interim. The hull is still smooth and in excellent

judging by results to date, if the hull is well prepared

condition and shows no sign of coating degradation.

with an SA 2.5 profile and the coating is standardly
applied according to the requirements, then the coating

after five years in service with no repainting compared

will indeed last the lifetime of the vessel with only very

to the previous state of the hull after a few years in

minor (less than 1%) touch-ups at routine drydocking

service. These photos show the fiberglass hulls of two

intervals and, most importantly, the hull will become

naval mine hunters.

smoother over time rather than much rougher as with

Conclusion

conventional multi-layer coating systems.

As can be seen from these examples, the STC does not

Upcoming events
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a silicone FR) prior to preparation and coating with
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Part V.
Survey

I

4. How often do you reblast to bare steel and
completely reapply the hull coating?

n the interests of gathering information which will

5. What is your experience with performance

lead to better ship hull coating systems including

improvement or lack of im-provement after full

fouling control, we would appreciate a response to

reblast and reapplication of the hull coating?

the survey below from anyone who has information
on the subject of hull coating degradation and its
effect on performance and fuel efficiency. The more

6. Is there any other light you can shed on the
subject of ship hull coating degradation?

specific the information in the answers the better.
If you are reading this White Paper in electronic form,
Please send us an email with your answers to the following

please simply copy and paste the questions into an email

questions (email to editors@shiphullperformance.org):

and type your answers after each question.
If you are reading the printed version of the White

1. What hull coating system(s) do you normally use
on your ship or fleet?

Paper, then in the interests of furthering knowledge on
this subject we would greatly appreciate your taking the
time to type out an email with the questions and your

2. How often do your ships go to drydock for partial
repainting or repair of existing coatings?

answers.
If we collect valuable information in response to
this survey we will publish the results in a separate

22

3. What is your experience as far as performance

White Paper, a revised version of this White Paper or in

improvement or lack of improvement with such

the Journal of Ship Hull Performance so that others can

drydockings?

gain from your experience.
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Ship Propeller Maintenance:
Polish or Clean?

Introduction

T

he propeller is by far the most prevalent means
of ship propulsion. Invented some time in the

quick to execute, they also represent a fast, high return
on investment.

Thus remedies for a rough propeller
are not only simple and quick to
execute, they also represent a fast,
high return on investment.
Propeller blades can be rough for a number of reasons.

nearly all modern ships rely on this handy device to

New propellers can be relatively smooth or rough as

make any progress through the water at all.

a result of their manufacture. They invariably become
rougher during service as a result of cavitation damage
to the metal surface itself, calcium deposits, mechanical

developing thrust as a result of the pattern of flow around

damage and marine fouling, including slime, algae,

the blade. As the propeller turns, the blades create a

barnacles, tube worms and other marine organisms as

pressure differential in the water which propels the ship

with the ship’s hull in general.

forwards or backwards depending on which way the

Propellers can be cleaned or polished in the water

propeller is turning and/or the pitch of the blades (some

or in drydock. Badly done polishing with a polishing

propellers have fixed pitch and others variable pitch).

disc or grinding wheel can in itself create a rougher
surface than that of the new propeller, leaving scratches

minuscule when compared to that of the entire hull,

which not only increase the propeller’s roughness but

the effect of a rough propeller on the vessel’s fuel

also invite easier attachment of fouling organisms. On

consumption is compar-atively large. On the other

the other hand, well-executed cleaning or polishing can

hand, the cost of remedying a rough propeller compared

restore the propeller’s smooth surface and hydrody-

to that of remedying a rough hull is very slight. Thus

namic properties.

remedies for a rough propeller are not only simple and

If a propeller is allowed to become fairly rough,

Upcoming events
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An easy way to save 5-15% of
your ship’s fuel costs without
harm to the environment
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then restoring it to its original state (or close to it)
requires grinding away a con-siderable amount of the
material itself, mostly copper but also zinc, nickel and
other metals from which the propeller is made. While
the amount of material removed from a single propeller
may be relatively small, when this is multiplied across

Part II.

Propeller problems

T

he problem of propeller roughness has been
well researched and documented, not only in

all the propellers used in the entire world fleet, this

its nature but also in terms of the different causes of

polishing can represent a significant emission of heavy

the roughness and of the effects that varying degrees

metals and thus pollution and contamination of water

of propeller roughness have on vessel fuel efficiency.

column and sediment which cannot be ignored.
The rougher a propeller is allowed to become before

Ships with rough hulls often also have rough

the condition is remedied, the more rapidly further

propellers, although the causes of the surface

roughness will accrue. It is an accelerating downward

deterioration are different. Most attention has been

spiral.

given to the hull roughness problem however. It has

Caught early enough, the propeller can be cleaned

often been cited that a rough hull condition is the

with a rotating brush and abrasive material removing

cause of reduction in performance in ship operation.

almost no metal, pre-venting the effects of cavitation

However, in practice a significant contribution to the

damage from spiraling and avoiding the formation of

reduction in performance may well be as a result of

calcium deposits. This early attention can speed up the

the propeller roughness. Alternatively, in absolute

cleaning process considerably, extending the useful life

terms, propeller roughness is less important than hull

of the propeller and preventing the emission of heavy

roughness, but in terms of energy loss per unit area,

metals into the water and sediment.

propeller roughness is significantly more important.

Economically, the fuel saving from the more

In economic terms, high return of a relatively cheap

frequent cleaning of a propeller before it has become

investment can be obtained by propeller mainte-

seriously fouled and rough greatly outweighs the cost of

nance standards.1

the cleaning itself. This propeller cleaning can be combined with a general hull inspection by divers making it
even more economically viable.
While most ship propellers are bare metal, some

Causes of propeller roughness
There are a number of reasons why propellers can be

experimentation has been carried out to try to remedy

rough and get rougher in service.

some of the propeller’s inherent problems through the

• manufacture

application of various coatings. While no universal,

• marine fouling

fully workable and tested solution has yet been placed

• calcareous deposit (chalk layer)

on the market, this line of research shows promise.

• impingement attack

This current White Paper is a practical look at ship

• corrosion

propeller maintenance, aimed at greater fuel economy

• cavitation erosion

for shipowners and operators while also taking into

• mechanical damage from impact with objects

consideration the environmental impact caused by this

• improper polishing or cleaning

maintenance.

1 Mohamed Mosaad, “Marine Propeller Roughness Penalties,” PhD
Thesis, University of Newcastle upon Tyne, August 1986, p 1.
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These different causes tend to work in concert,
with each source of roughness complementing the

used for a very small percentage of propellers, mostly
ice class propellers.2
Manganese bronze propellers have been found

overall smoothness. Conversely, properly taking care of

to be considerably rougher than those made of nickel-

one source of roughness will help to diminish the effects

aluminum bronze.3
Inherent roughness is, however, far from the only
characteristic used to evaluate the usefulness of an
alloy for propeller manufacture since the propeller must

The material used to make the propeller can have a

be strong, relatively light, resistant to corrosion and

significant bearing on the propeller’s smoothness or

cavitation erosion as well as suitable for casting and for

roughness when new and during service, as can the

repair.

method and standard of manufacture.
Today, propellers are made from bronzes or

Impingement attack

stainless steels. Cast iron has virtually disappeared from

A ship’s propeller travels at relatively high speed

use. For the last 20-30 years nickel-aluminum bronze

through the water. The tips may be traveling (in circular

has become the material of choice and now accounts for

motion) at 100 kph or faster. Ocean water is far from
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A rough and fouled propeller

over 80% of the propellers made. High-tensile brass,
percentage of propellers and manganese-aluminum
bronze a similar small percentage. Stainless steels are

2 John Carlton, Marine Propellers and Propulsion (Second Edition),
Butterworth-Heinemann Elsevier, (2007), p 383.
3 Mohamed Mosaad, “Marine Propeller Roughness Penalties,” PhD
Thesis, University of Newcastle upon Tyne, August 1986, p 40.
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also known as manganesebronze is used for a small
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pure. It contains abrasive particles. The impingement
attack is by these abrasive particles as they come in
contact with the leading edge region of the propeller,
particularly the outer tips furthest from the hub, where
the speed is greatest.4

uncoated, unpainted, bare metal.

The moment the propeller is immersed
in water it becomes the cathode in the
hull-propeller electrolytic cell.

Impingement attack results in general increased

The moment the propeller is immersed in water it

roughness over a fairly large area of the propeller.

becomes the cathode in the hull-propeller electrolytic

As with the other sources of propeller roughness, this

cell. The electrolysis as well as the simple chemical

roughness is an accelerating downward spiral. The

effect of salt-water on the bronze or other alloy, form a

rougher the propeller gets, the more effect the im-

dual corrosive source.

pingement attack has.

The electrolytic corrosion in particular ties in with
the next item on the list of sources of roughness which is
the calcareous deposit.

Calcareous deposits
After a while in the water, propellers develop a tenacious,
hard, rough layer of calcareous chalk. This phenomenon
is explained as follows by Dr. Geoffrey Swain, Professor
of Oceanography and Ocean Engineering at the Florida
Institute of Technology.
It is indeed calcareous chalk produced as a byproduct
to the cathodic protection system. Ships usually have
sacrificial zinc or impressed current anodes that
generate electrons that flow to areas of paint damage
on the hull and the propeller and prevent corrosion.
This causes the areas of bare metal to become
cathodic and in so doing reduce oxygen and water
to hydroxyl ions that react with calcium, magnesium
and carbon dioxide to form calcium and magnesium
carbonates (chalk). The chalk deposits add protection
to the surface but also cause significant roughening.
The amount, rate and type of deposit is dependent
on cathodic current density and ambient seawater
conditions. Chalks generally form faster in tropical
waters.5
The leading edge is particularly subject to impingement
attack, especially nearer the tips which travel the fastest.

Corrosion
The propeller is subject to both chemical and electrochemical corrosion. Almost all propellers in use are
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4 John Carlton, Marine Propellers and Propulsion (Second Edition),
Butterworth-Heinemann Elsevier, (2007), p 487.
5 Dr. Geoffrey Swain, Professor Oceanography and Ocean Engeering,
Florida Institute of Technology, personal correspondence, 16
March 2012.
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The propeller must be at rest for this deposit to form:

In practice this layer of calcareous deposits can be
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Cavitation damage affects specific parts of the propeller blades depending on where the cavitation occurs.

quite hard and time consuming to polish off. As will be
seen later in this paper, if propeller cleaning is frequent

propeller is rotating as it is necessary for the alkali

enough, the calcareous build-up is prevented or retarded

to remain close to the cathodic propeller surface, at

and the propeller is much easier to keep clean and smooth.

which it is formed, long enough to precipitate calcium
and magnesium hydroxides, and for these to change

Cavitation

to carbonates by absorption of carbon dioxide from

It is beyond the scope of this White Paper to go into

the sea water.

details on the physics of cavitation. However, a brief
explanation is in order. Hydrodynamic cavitation is

opportunity for a chalk film to form over the whole

a phenomenon that accompanies turbulent fluids. The

propeller, and the waters of some harbors and docks

turbulence in the fluid, in this case caused by the

are more conducive to film formation than others.

propeller’s motion through the water, results in

While that on the outer parts of blades will normally

areas of greatly reduced fluid pressure. Due to the

be removed during the voyage and even be reformed

low pressure, the water vaporizes. This causes small

thinly on each sojourn in port, nearer the blade roots

vapor-filled cavities or bubbles in the fluid up to about
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The formation of a chalk film cannot occur while a

the chalk deposit will build up, together with fixed
corrosion rate of bare areas nearer the blade tips.6

6 G. T. Callis, “The Maintenance and Repair of Bronze Propellers,”
The Shipbuilder and Marine Engine Builder, March 1963,
Reprinted in Naval Engineering Journal, August 1963, p 645
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corrosion product and is capable of increasing the
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3 mm in diameter. The cavities travel through the water

(thrust) as a result of the pattern of flow about the

and the pressure around them increases, causing them

blade. Actually the decrease in pressure at the back

to collapse suddenly. The implosion of the cavities is

of the blade can be demonstrated to be greater

accompanied by a complex set of physical processes. It

than the increase in pressure at its face (23). It is

is the collapse of the cavities which is accompanied by

consequently to be expected that any condition,

very high pressure pulses, speeds and temperatures in

such as roughening of the surface by fouling, which

the water, that cause the damage to the metal surfaces

disturbs the flow pattern will have a marked effect on

where this collapse occurs.

the development of propulsive force.

The cavitation which can wear away parts of the

Bengough and Shepheard (2) have described the

propeller blades comes in different forms, but again, it

case of the H.M.S. Fowey which failed to develop

is not necessary to understand the science behind the

the anticipated speed on its initial trials. When

phenomena in order to appreciate that the damage can

subsequently docked, the propellers were found to

be extensive and expensive.

be almost completely covered with calcareous tube

Cavitation erosion, electrolytic and chemical corro-

worms. On the bosses the hard tubes were about

sion combine to multiply the damage to the propeller’s

1 1/4 inches long. Toward the tips of the blades the

surface and therefore the roughness of the blades.

fouling had been washed off during the trials. The

It is not particularly useful to the shipowner/operator

condition of the bottom was good except for patches

or technical superintendent to be able to differentiate

of worms about 2 inches thick where holidays had

between roughness caused by cavitation erosion vs.

been left in the antifouling paint. (See Figure 14.) After

chemical or electrochemical corrosion. Whatever the

cleaning, the trials were repeated and the anticipated

cause, the effects will be mitigated if the process is

speed was realized. While it is probable that the

caught at early stages of development and addressed

improvement was due to cleaning the propellers, the

promptly with proper cleaning of the propeller.

effects of the patches of fouling on the bottom can not

It is more important for propeller designers to make

be completely ruled out.

the distinction since all of these sources of roughness

Speed trials of the destroyer McCormick indicate

can be reduced through correct design and fabrication

that about two-thirds of the increased fuel con-

(and possibly coating) of the propeller in the first place.

sumption due to fouling is due to its effect on the
propellers. After 226 days out of dock the average

Fouling

fuel consumption required to maintain a given speed

In the very able book, Marine Fouling and Its Prevention

had increased to 115.8 per cent of the consumption

prepared in 1952 by the Woods Hole Oceanographic

with a clean bottom. After cleaning the propellers, the

Institution for the Bureau of Ships, Navy Department,

fuel consumption dropped to 105.5 per cent. Thus in

the problem of propeller fouling was addressed in some

seven months the propellers alone were responsible

detail. (The numbers in parentheses refer to end notes in

for a 10 per cent increase in fuel consumption (6).

the book chapter but these notes have not been included

…

here. The entire book can be found on line.)

Taylor (24) concludes that most ships operating
with propellers in moderately good condition suffer

The Effect of Fouling on
Propellers

28

an avoidable waste of power in the order of 10 per
cent above that obtainable with new, accurately
finished bronze propellers. It may be supposed that

According to modern theory, the blade of a propeller

roughness of a grosser sort occasioned by fouling will

may be likened to an airfoil which develops “lift”

produce much greater losses in efficiency, and will
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A lightly fouled propeller being cleaned by a diver.
of barnacles and oyster shells were present on the

H.M.S. Fowey.

outer parts of the blades. One propeller was fouled

7

by tubeworms, all of which were oriented with their
The following passage from the same book gives an idea

mouths towards the axis (22).8

of the type and extent of fouling which can occur on
propellers and also of the vagaries of propeller fouling

Mechanical damage (contact)

which can be attributed to the hydrodynamics of the

Due to its position and shape as well as its speed, the

rotation of the propeller and its shape.

propeller is prone to damage from coming in contact

Many organisms may be found fouling the propellers

cracked, scratched and dented and this will obviously

of active vessels. They include algae, barnacles, tube-

affect the surface smoothness and the fuel efficiency of

worms, molluscs, and encrusting bryozoa (3, 22).

the propeller.

Differences in the amount and type of fouling between
the central and peripheral regions of the propeller

Improper cleaning or polishing

have been noted. Sometimes only the central portion

Whether performed in the water or in drydock, poor
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readily explain such results as those recorded for the

was fouled, while the outer ends of the blades were
over all the blades, while barnacles were limited to
the areas near the shaft. Sometimes only the bases

7 Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Marine Fouling and its
Prevention, US Naval Institute, (1952), pp 32-33
8 Ibid. p 231

Upcoming events

clean. In other cases serpulid tubeworms grew
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quality propeller polishing can result in increased

example. In seven months out of dock the average fuel

roughness. When a ship is in drydock, the propeller can

consumption to maintain a given speed was up to 115.8

be subject to additional sources of roughness:

per cent compared to unfouled hull and propeller. The
propeller alone was cleaned and consumption dropped

Poor quality grinding may worsen the blade

to 105.5 per cent, showing that the propeller fouling/

roughness which will in turn cause an increase in

roughness alone resulted in a 10 per cent increase in fuel

high wavenumber roughness due to scratching of

consumption.10

the surface. At the same time, interference with the
accurate dimensions of the blade leading edge form
can seriously impair performance.
During hull painting, a propeller is always subject

…the propeller roughness/fouling
alone resulted in a 10 per cent increase
in fuel consumption.

to splashes of conventional anti-corrosive or anti-

In his “Green ship of the Future Seminar” at Asia Pacific

fouling paints, which increase the surface roughness

Maritime in Singapore in March 2010, Christian Schack

of the blade. Protection from grit-blasting should be

of FORCE Technology presents the following statistics:

given to the propeller by covering the blades with
a layer of grease before the painting. This coating

Hull and Propeller fouling findings:

should be stripped off before the propeller goes into

• Annually fuel consumption of a Pan-max con-

service.

9

tainership is 30-40.000 mt equalling about USD
10 mill. 1% is a large number !

Summary

• Fuel consumption due to hull fouling may increase

While there are many sources of propeller roughness

as much as 15% at the end of a docking period

many of them are difficult to separate out as they tend to

• Additional fuel consumption due to propeller foul-

work together, one source adding to the effects of another.

ing may be up to 5-6%11

Some of these sources can be addressed independently. And all of them are decreased in their effect

In Chapter 7 of Advances in marine anti-fouling coatings

through early, frequent cleaning, as will be discussed

and technologies, edited by Claire Hellio and Diego

below in this paper.

Yebra, the authors, T. Munk and D. Kane of Propulsion
Dynamics Inc. and D. M Yebra of Hempel, Spain, give

Effects of propeller roughness
on ship propulsion and fuel
consumption

the following estimates
Estimates of increases in fuel consumption from
biofilm attached to the hull alone range from 8% to

It is rare to find fuel penalty figures for propeller

12%, and from normal propeller fouling range from

roughness as distinct from hull roughness. It is quite

6% to 14% (Haslbeck, 2003).12

usual to find figures for combined hull and propeller
fouling fuel penalties. Nevertheless there is data available which gives an indication of the fuel penalty
associated with propeller smoothness or roughness on
its own.
In the section “Fowling” above, there is some
indication based on actual observations of propellers
in action. The destroyer McCormick is used as an

30

9 Mohamed Mosaad, “Marine Propeller Roughness Penalties,” PhD
Thesis, University of Newcastle upon Tyne, August 1986, p 43-44
10 Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Marine Fouling and its
Prevention, US Naval Institute, (1952), pp 32-33
11 Christian Schack, FORCE Technology (presentation) March 2010.
12 T. Munk, D. Kane, D. M. Yebra, “The effects of corrosion and
fouling on the performance of ocean-going vessels: a naval
architectural perspective,” Chapter 7 of Advances in marine
antifouling coatings and technologies, edited by Claire Hellio and
Diego Yebra, Woodhead Publishing in Materials, (2009) p 161

ment is made about propeller cleaning:

coatings and technologies, the authors cite performance
increases after propeller polishing on container ships

Even a 1mm layer of accumulated fouling or calcium
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In that same chapter of Advances in marine antifouling

deposits on a propeller will significantly increase its
roughness, and within 12 months or so can increase

intervals resulted in a fuel savings of five tons per

an ISO class I to an ISO class II, or a class II to a III.

day for each propeller polish, and the hull cleaning

This causes large increases in fuel consumption.

resulted in a fuel savings of approximately 12 tons

Practical figures and elaborate tests indicate a 6 to

per day.

12% gain in fuel consumption in polishing a propeller

13
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At 24 knots, the propeller polishing at six-month

from a class III condition to a class I condition. Some
They conclude:

propellers support marine growth up to 20 mm thick,
which obviously has a major effect.16

saves fuel (Grigson, 1983; NEAA, 2007).14

This is the drydocking perspective where a vessel will
not be drydocked more frequently than once a year

The US Navy estimates that 50 per cent of fuel savings

(or less often), but experience with in-water propeller

attained by full hull cleaning can be attributed to the

cleaning and polishing shows that the penalties

cleaning of propulsors and shafts:

mentioned accrue in much shorter periods than a year.17

081-2.1.1.1 For hull cleaning and scheduling pur-

propeller surface roughness from fouling, corrosion

poses, the following definitions apply:

and erosion can cause a fuel consumption penalty of

• FULL CLEANING: The term full cleaning refers to

somewhere between 5 and 15 per cent.

the removal of fouling from the entire underwater
hull surface (i.e., painted surfaces), appendages,

Thus failure to maintain a ship’s propeller is very
expensive, especially at today’s fuel prices.

refers to the removal of fouling from propulsors,
shafts, struts and rudders. Cleaning of other
submerged ship systems (i.e., openings, appendages) may occur during this period. Interim
cleanings are normally scheduled for all ships
of the significant fuel savings benefits of operat-

Current propeller
maintenance practices

S

hipowners/operators, technical superintendents
and those responsible for keeping ships operating

ing with clean, smooth running gear, see Figure

efficiently are aware of the fuel penalty associated

081–2–1. Approximately 50 percent of the entire

with rough, fouled propellers and it is common for

fuel savings benefit of cleaning an entire hull (that
is, full cleaning) is attributable to the cleaning
of propulsors and shafts. All ships, irrespective
of the hull coating formulation, will benefit

In An Introduction to Dry Docking, the following state-

Upcoming events

from routine interim cleanings and inspections.15

13 Ibid. p 167-169
14 Ibid.
15 Naval Sea Systems Command, Naval Ships’ Technical Manual
Chapter 081 “Waterborne Underwater Hull Cleaning of Navy
Ships,” Revision 5, 1 Oct 2006, 081-2.1.1.1
16 David Martin et al. An Introduction to Dry Docking, http://www.
angelfire.com/rnb/drydocking/home.htm, accessed March 2012.
17 Boud Van Rompay, personal correspondence, 2012.
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• INTERIM CLEANING: The term interim cleaning
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Based on information available, it can be seen that
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Propeller polishing is a basic, low-cost strategy that
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some maintenance measures to be in force to take

these changes are due to fouling must be verified

care of this.

by underwater inspection of the ship’s hull. Full hull
cleaning shall be accomplished when a fouling rating

These measures consist of scheduled propeller polishing.

of FR-50 or higher (over 10 percent of the hull) for

Often this is done only when a ship goes to drydock.

non-ablative paints; FR-40 or (over 20 percent of the

Since this might be every 2 /2 - 4 years, it is nowhere

hull) higher for ablative and self-polishing paints,

near frequently enough to keep a propeller operating at

exclusive of docking block areas and appendages, is

optimum efficiency.

observed; interim cleaning when FR-30 or greater is

1

Some vessel operators therefore schedule in-water

observed on propeller surfaces.

propeller polishing, perhaps once or twice per year which
in most cases is still not frequently enough.

...

The following excerpt from the Naval Ships’ Technical Manual shows the approach taken by the US Navy

081-2.1.2 SCHEDULED DRYDOCKING. A ship’s cleaning

to propeller maintenance (underlines added, not in the

schedule should be adhered to until drydocking for

original)

new paint application. Deferral or cancellation of a
ship’s hull cleaning because of a scheduled upcoming

081-2.1.1.2 Differences in ship employment sched-

drydocking often results in significant fuel penalties

ules and geographic operating areas may require

caused by drydocking deferral. Underwater hull clean-

variations in cleaning scheduling intervals, however,

ing costs are quickly recouped by fuel savings, there-

full hull cleaning shall not be accomplished on

by justifying the decision to clean although a dry-

intervals of less than 6 months. Under normal cir-

docking may be scheduled within 1 or 2 months. A

cumstances, cleaning shall be conducted only when

ship’s intended employment schedule must be re-

the fouling reaches the thresholds established in

viewed prior to deferring cleaning for a near time

paragraph 081-2.1.1.3. Except in extenuating circum-

scheduled drydocking for painting to determine if the

stances, cleaning properly prepared, newly painted

fuel savings benefit recognized by cleaning can recoup

hull surfaces should be unnecessary during the first

the cost of cleaning. Should the drydocking schedule

12 to 18 months after undocking. Ships which remain

remain firm, once in dry dock a clean hull will reduce

pierside in warm waters for extended periods of time

time and consequently dollars for the docking package.

after undocking will develop fouling more quickly and
may require earlier cleaning. This 12 to 18 month

081-2.1.3 PARTIAL VS. COMPLETE CLEANING. To

window does not apply to unpainted surfaces such as

ensure the greatest payoff for limited cleaning

propellers and masker emitter belts; therefore, ships

efforts, when time or other resources are limited, the

should be scheduled for interim (propeller) cleanings

priorities for underwater cleaning are:

on regular intervals immediately after undocking.

a. Propellers
b. Forward one-third of the hull

081-2.1.1.3 The decision to initiate a hull cleaning

c. After two-thirds of the hull.

operation should be based on the results of
precleaning hull inspections performed on regularly

081-2.1.3.1 Tests indicate that energy usage penalties

scheduled intervals. A secondary indication for the

caused by fouling occur in the forgoing order.18

need to perform an underwater hull inspection is
evidenced by ship performance indicators provided in
paragraphs 081-2.1.6 and 081-2.1.6.1. The fact that
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18 Naval Sea Systems Command, Naval Ships’ Technical Manual
Chapter 081 “Waterborne Underwater Hull Cleaning of Navy
Ships,” Revision 5, 1 Oct 2006, 081-2.2
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the propeller on dry land, or whether the vessel is in the

in the same Naval Ships’ Technical Manual as “Grass as

water and the propeller roughness is being gauged by a

filaments up to 3 inches (76 mm) in length, projections

diver.

up to 1/4 inch (6.4 mm) in height; or a flat network of

In this latter case, the Rubert comparator is most

filaments, green, yellow, or brown in color; or soft non-

useful. (Besides the diver’s version, there is a version of

calcareous fouling such as sea cucumbers, sea grapes, or

the comparator which is used on propellers which are not

sea squirts projecting up to 1/4 inch (6.4 mm) in height.

in the water.)

The fouling can not be easily wiped off by hand.”]

The Rubert comparator is based on a scale of
propeller roughness ranging from A (smoothest) to F

a naval surface ship,” M. P. Schultz et al. estimate the

(roughest). By visual observation and touch, the diver

average full and interim cleaning of the navy Arleigh

compares various parts of the propeller blades to the

Burke class destroyers at one full cleaning every five years

samples on the comparator and the roughness of the

and interim cleanings (which would include propellers) at

propeller can be mapped.

about twice per year.

19

When the propeller is on dry land and more accessible,
stylus-based equipment can be used to precisely measure

Measuring propeller roughness

the roughness in micrometers, but from the point of view

accuracy required and whether the vessel is in drydock or

19 M. P. Schultz et al., “Economic impact of biofouling on a naval
surface ship,” Biofouling, 27: 1, 87-98, (14 December 2010)

Upcoming events

There are various methods of measuring the roughness of
a propeller. Which one is used depends on the degree of
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The diver version of the Rubert & Co. propeller roughness comparator (© 2012, Rubert & Co. Ltd.)
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of fuel efficiency, knowing when to polish and judging the

(underline added, not in the original):

quality of the polishing, the Rubert comparator and scale
are perfectly adequate and very useful.

Finally, poor maintenance and contact damage

There are various methods of estimating the level of

influence the surface roughness; in the former case

fouling on a propeller. These are the same methods used

perhaps by the use of too coarse grinding discs and

for general hull fouling.

incorrect attention to the edge forms of the blade,

As will be seen later in this article, many of the

and in the latter case, by gross deformation leading

details of the roughness of the propeller and the fouling

both to a propeller drag increase and also to other

level of propeller and hull can be bypassed by employing a

secondary problems; for example, cavitation damage.

sufficiently high frequency of hull and propeller cleaning.

With regard to the frequency of propeller polishing
there is a consensus of opinion between many au-

Summary

thorities that it should be undertaken in accordance

Current propeller maintenance practices vary greatly

with the saying ‘little and often’ by experienced and

from fleet to fleet and ship to ship. On average, the

specialized personnel. Furthermore, the pursuit of

most propeller efficiency conscious owners/operators

superfine finishes to blades is generally not worth

schedule propeller polishing every six months or so; a less

the expenditure, since these high polishes are often

conscientious approach might result in propeller polishing

degraded significantly during transport or in contact

once a year; in many cases no in-water propeller polishing

with ambient conditions.20

is done between drydockings.
Yet the evidence is that keeping a propeller clean of

Of course the cleaning can be overdone. Scheduling

anything more than a slime layer, and cleaning before a

propeller cleaning once a week would not prove to be

hard, calcareous layer forms, is far more fuel-efficient and

economically viable.

economical, in addition to being safer environmentally.

Part IV.

Best available propeller
maintenance practices

T

However, cleaning a propeller once every month
or every two months would in many cases be quite

he trick in establishing the best practices for

advantageous. If carried out this frequently, cleaning

propeller maintenance, assuming an uncoated

with a relatively soft brush and abrasives in that brush

propeller, is to work out a routine for propeller

is adequate to keep a well-maintained propeller at

cleaning which permits rapid, easy (and therefore

Rubert Grade A or B. It would prevent the accelerating

eco-nomical) propeller cleaning which is frequent

spiral of cavitation damage plus corrosion plus fouling

enough to minimize the fuel penalty from propeller

which, if allowed to continue uninterrupted, requires

roughness and fouling and which results in the

major polishing with grinding or polishing wheel and

minimum removal of propeller material in order to

the removal of a great deal of metal into the marine

achieve a smooth, fuel-efficient surface.

environment if the polishing is carried out in the water.

The following passage from Marine Propellers and
Propulsion by John Carlton expresses this principle

34

Cleaning propellers “little and often”
would be beneficial to the environment as a minimum of bronze, copper,
zinc and other heavy metals would be
ground off into the water.

20 John Carlton, Marine Propellers and Propulsion, Second Edition,
Butterworth-Heinemann Elsevier, (2007) p 487
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$2,142. In this case the propeller cleaning was carried

to the environment as a minimum of bronze, copper, zinc

out by a member of the crew. Had the propeller been

and other heavy metals would be ground off into the

cleaned by an outside company it would not have

water.

cost more than about $2,000. So the cost of cleaning,
even if carried out by a contractor, would have been

Case study

recouped in the first trip the ship took after cleaning.

A recent experiment was carried out with a 134-meter

Since the propeller would not have had to be cleaned

cruise ship. The propellers were cleaned with a rotating

again for at least a month, the cost of the cleaning would

brush alone, no grinding or polishing disc required, by

have been regained many times over.

one of the ship’s crew who is a diver. It took one diver

propeller cleaning.

the ship’s two propellers. The fouling was not very heavy

compared to the same trip with a mildly fouled

A propeller maintained in this way will suffer very little

propeller. The ship consumes 1.6-1.7 tons/hour of fuel.

cavitation or corrosion damage since the accelerating

The fuel saving as a result of cleaning the propeller was

spiral is caught very early on. The multiplying effect

calculated at 6 per cent. A 30 hour trip with the propeller

of damage is thus prevented. The usual heavy grinding

before cleaning would have used 51 tons of fuel which

on a badly damaged propeller surface is avoided. This

is $35,700 at $700 per ton. 6 per cent of $35,700 is

also means much lower emission of heavy metals into

of subsequent fuel savings showed that on a 30-hour

Upcoming events

trip from Aruba to Barbados, the ship saved $2,100

Advantages of frequent brushing compared to occasional polishing or no
cleaning at all

since the propeller is cleaned quite often. Calculations
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Cleaning a propeller with a brush and abrasives. The ship’s two propellers were cleaned in approximately 40 minutes.
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the marine environment and sediments from propeller

areas (the 3-inch area adjacent to the propulsors

cleaning.

leading edges, trailing edges), may be cleaned with

When the propeller is allowed to become badly

non-abrasive nylon, polypropylene, and polyester

pitted, polishing with grinding wheels or polishing discs

brushes, wire brushes, silicon carbide impregnated

is then required to restore the propeller to a relatively

nylon brushes, abrasive discs, high-pressure water

smooth state. Greater skill on the part of the diver/

jet guns, abrasive hand pads, and hand scrapers.

polisher is required. The Navy’s manual on the subject

The critical areas shall be cleaned by abrasive

points out the dangers:

hand pads, hand scrapers, nylon, polypropylene,
and polyester brushes, water jet guns and abrasive

081-3.3.3.4 UNPAINTED PROPULSOR
CAUTION
At no time should high-pressure water jets being used
on bare propulsor surfaces be allowed to operate at
pressures above 10,000 pounds per square inch (psi).
CAUTION

discs.21

Not only is frequent, lighter buffing
with brushes and abrasive material
more economical than heavier polishing with grinding wheel or polishing
disc, it requires less skill and is materially better for the marine environment.

Although approved for limited use on unpainted
propulsors, wire brushes shall be used only as a last

Not only is frequent, lighter buffing with brushes

resort by a highly trained diver to remove severe

and abrasive material more economical than heavier

fouling. Because of its configuration, wire brushes can

polishing with grinding wheel or polishing disc, it

cause scratches and gouges on the surfaces if used

requires less skill and is materially better for the marine

by an inexperienced diver. Wire brushes shall not be

environment.

used to clean the outer 3-inch periphery of propulsor
blades, critical areas and areas of high curvature.

A note on reclaim systems
It should be noted here that some underwater propeller

NOTE

polishing companies offer reclaim systems which are

Any suspected use of wire brushes or hard tool on

alleged to recover the material ground off in propeller

the outer 3-inch periphery of propulsor blades, critical

polishing. However, testing of this equipment has

areas and areas of high curvature shall be docu-

shown that it is not satisfactory and that the material

mented and reported to the Type Commander and

inevitably goes into the water column and from there

NAVSEA Code 00C.

to the sediment at the sea bottom. In practice operators
using such (cumbersome) systems tend to remove the
CAUTION

recovery system and hang it on the rudder while they

Use only the most experienced personnel when

do the propeller polishing, counting on the fact that they

cleaning the outer 3-inch periphery of propulsor

are unobserved. While this obviously does not apply to

blades. These personnel shall be familiar with the

all operators, nor is it that uncommon where reclaim

critical areas and areas of high curvature geometry.

systems are in use.

081-3.3.3.4.1 Surface ship propulsors have a range of
complex geometries that will require periodic cleaning.
All areas of an unpainted propulsor, except critical

36

21 Naval Sea Systems Command, Naval Ships’ Technical Manual
Chapter 081 “Waterborne Underwater Hull Cleaning of Navy
Ships, Revision 5, 1 Oct 2006, 081-3.3.3.4

would cost somewhere between $1,900 and $3,000.

The subject of propeller coating can still be considered

Polishing a 6-blade, 8-meter propeller might cost be-

to be experimental. It will be covered in a future White

tween $3,100 and $4,000. The costs vary by location

Paper in this series.

and company.
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Propeller coating

One of the better propeller cleaning vendors
charges 15-20% less for propeller cleaning (brush

Obviously the cost of cleaning is a factor which cannot

plus abrasives) than for full polishing with grinding

be overlooked. If the savings in fuel costs did not

or polishing discs. Which method is used depends

substantially outweigh the cost of propeller maintenance,

on how rough the propeller is and this is determined

then one would question the value of frequent propeller

largely by how frequently or infrequently the propeller

cleaning.

is polished or cleaned.
As covered in the short case study above, the cost

from one provider to another. Cheapest is not always

of the propeller cleaning can be recouped in the first

best. The need for skilled and competent propeller

voyage the ship makes after the cleaning.

cleaning and polishing has already been stressed.
Vendors usually charge per propeller size and
number of blades. Polishing a 4-blade, 6-meter propeller

Cleaning takes less time than polishing. The best
companies offering propeller cleaning and polishing

White Paper 10

The cost varies from one location to another and
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Cost of cleaning

can polish a large propeller in about four hours.
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G

reen Ship Technology 9th Annual Conference

• A small tanker’s added resistance changed from

held in Copenhagen in March 2012 brought

74% before hull cleaning to 42% resistance after the

to light much valuable information pertinent to the

cleaning, saving 5.5 tons of fuel per day as a result.

subject matter of this Journal. Among the most

The high and climbing resistance after cleaning was

valuable and pertinent information were some facts

due to a combination of depleted coating and rough

and figures presented by Daniel Kane, Co-founder

hull which still had many barnacles in place. The ship

and Vice President of Propulsion Dynamics of Long

was 22 years old and had several periods of idling.

Beach California and Copenhagen, Denmark, the
company that offers the CASPER Hull and Propeller
Performance Monitoring services.

• In the case of an Aframax tanker, hull and propeller
cleaning brought the added resistance down from
80% before cleaning to 30% after cleaning, saving

Mr. Kane’s presentation at the conference included a

20 tons of fuel per day. In this case the actual added

series of case studies of individual ships monitored:

resistance was over 50% higher than the expected
resistance, having reached over 80% resistance in

• Hull and propeller cleaning on one ro-ro reduced
added resistance by about 19%, resulting in savings

well under two years since drydocking due to long
idle times throughout the drydocking interval.

of 6 tons of fuel per day at 17 knots.
• Another case was of a ship’s first three-year dry• Another ro-ro  showed a fuel loss of 5 tons per day
as a result of slime and light growth which caused

docking. The added resistance before docking was
28% and after drydocking was down to 5%.

added resistance of 17%.
A projection of potential savings for the world fleet based
• An LNG tanker   was shown to save 12 tons per

on an average of over 300 ships, not adjusted for age or

day at 17 knots as a result of hull and propeller

time out of dock or other factors, showed the following

cleaning which reduced resistance by about 10%.

fuel penalties and potential fuel savings which could be
attained by immediate hull and propeller cleaning:

• Yet another LNG tanker   saved 9 tons per day at
18 knots, about 14% reduction in resistance.
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• Aframax ships showed an average of 26.3% added

• Post Panamax vessels averaged 36.1% added

tons additional fuel consumption per day, a speed

resistance, 53.4 additional tons of fuel per day (if

loss of 0.84 knots compared to design speed and

design speed were sought), a speed loss of 1.9 knots

draft, and an immediate potential savings of 4.2 tons

compared to design speed and draft and a potential

per day if hull and propeller were fully cleaned.

immediate savings of 22 tons per day as a result of

• Suezmax tankers  showed an average added resistance
of 29.5%, excess fuel consumption of 9.8 tons per

[The reason that containerships exhibit higher added

day, (or a speed loss of .94 knots, compared to trials)

resistance than tankers and bulkers is containerships

and potential immediate savings of 5.1 tons per day

have a much smaller flat bottom area].

for full underwater hull and propeller cleaning.

White Paper 9

full hull and propeller cleaning.
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resistance compared to speed trials, equating to 7.2

These figures and projections were obtained through
Propulsion Dynamics’ ship performance monitoring
services where speed through water is calculated, rather

18.2 tons per day additional fuel (if design speed

than relying on the speed log which only gives speed

were sought) or, .92 knots speed loss (using sea trials

approximations. The potential fuel savings across the

as reference) and a potential savings of 5.9 tons per

world fleet with consequent reduction in CO2 and other

day for a full hull and propeller cleaning.

emissions are significant.

White Paper 10

• For VLCCs, the average added resistance was 27.7%,

It will be interesting to see if shipowners develop a
Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan that includes

day additional fuel (if design speed were sought)

hull and propeller performance monitoring or settle

or, 1.7 knots speed loss (compared to trials) and a

for simple calendar-based husbandry system with no

potential savings of 14 tons of fuel per day for a full

intention of robust and accurate metrics for hull and

hull and propeller cleaning.

propeller condition.
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• Pana Boxships: 34% added resistance, 44 tons per
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Research Project – Quantification of Pollution
Levels in Harbor Sediments

M

arch 2012 saw the launch of a new research
project, Quantification of Pollution Levels

in Harbour Sediments – A GeoSpatial Perspective.
The scientists conducting the research are Dr.
Ilse Steyl based in Southampton, UK, Prof.
Fani Sakellariadou, Professor in Geochemical
Oceanography in the Department of Maritime
Studies of the University of Piraeus, Greece, and
Dr. Simon Bray, visiting researcher at Southampton
University, of EMU Ltd., specialist marine consultancy. The project is sponsored by Hydrex and
Boud Van Rompay.

The project
(From the researchers)

1. INTRODUCTION

40

material may be considered.
Port and recreational marina areas are enriched in
hydrocarbons and heavy metals (mainly from antifouling
paints) of which TBT and now copper have become

Many activities associated with harbours and ports may

ubiquitous marine pollutants from the point source of ship

cause contaminants to be released to the water column.

hulls leaching biocide paints to synergistically combine

These pollutants may become bound to fine sediments

to become major diffuse pollutants. Management of

(often associated with low energy port environments),

this often highly contaminated material is a significant

which can act as reservoirs, retaining the pollutants for

problem for environmental legislators, port managers

several years (Fent, 2006). Poor or limited environmental

and dredging companies and can also hamper or prevent

management, diffuse and point contaminant sources

development of key waterfront areas.

and accidental spills from ships are largely implicated

Contaminants become strongly bound to sediments

in the creation of sediment-contaminant reservoirs.

(e.g. see Macguire, 2000). Their presence can become

Accordingly, harbours may be considered as pollutant

a major source in biogeochemical cycling with

hot spots (e.g. Gibson & Wilson, 2002) with elevated

implications at species, population and community

pollutant reretention at ports and pollutant release at

levels and potential outcomes for human food sources.

offshore dredge spoil dumping sites servicing existing

Sediment bound heavy metals can be used to indicate

or new port facilities. With increasing pressure on har-

human influence and biological risk in coastal water

bour managers to encompass environmental manage-

ecosystems, furnishing a baseline information that

ment and the use of non-toxic materials, this highlights

future management strategies could be benchmarked

the need for focussed research on the spatial relation-

against. Heavy metals and other contaminants, deriving

ships of contaminated sediments to harbour activities

from antifoul and substances such as fuels, paints,

and related anthropogenic inputs (including to estuaries

machinery, carried goods, wastes and garbage, are

and inland waterways where appropriate) and where and

considered pollutants with various environmental

how resources to tackle the reservoir of contaminant

impacts. Assessment of their spatial distribution,

in sediments. This is linked to the geodatabase that is

tools for pollution level assessment.

created and can easily be viewed interactively using GIS

It should be remembered that effective control of
marine fouling allows ships to operate more efficiently

viewers, which allows the user to query the underlying
data.

emissions, and minimise transfer of non-indigenous

is an unknown element. To establish the feasibility, a

marine species to foreign harbours; the introduction of

pilot study should be undertaken where the team works

exotic species is recognised as one of the greatest threats

with a port company. This could be within Europe, the

to global biodiversity (Diamond, 1984). However, the

Far East or Arabia - all of which have been shown to

toxic nature and mode of action of most antifoulants,

have contaminated sediment legacies. This pilot study

designed to both inhibit settlement and poison

should identify what is available and whether it will be

fouling species, has wider implications for marine

possible to set-up a GIS assessment tool for spatial and

ecosystems and creates potential critical pathways

temporal associations (to be used by port managers and

to humans. Therefore, the effective management of

researchers) and undertake detailed spatial analysis.

is an imperative, as is the establishment of less toxic

3. PROJECT OBJECTIVES

alternatives to ensure future legacies of polluted material

The objectives of this project will be to:

White Paper 10

The availability of information and access to data
White Paper 9

through the water, potentially lowering associated CO2

polluted sediments in industrial and recreational ports
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temporal change and chemical speciation are important

are minimised.

Limited coherent resources are available to port
managers that can allow them to assess sediment

Assess the quality of data;
• Identify, if possible, the rough extent of contaminated sediment across the world;

conditions. Such resources can also assist in informing

• Identify a pilot project location;

policy changes and regulatory enforcements.

• Assess associated ecological aspects;
• Outline the potential structure of a database;

should be available to port managers, in the form of

• Outline the structure of a GIS;

a database, including information about pollutants

• Undertake

preliminary

spatial

and

and receptors. The development of valid and robust

analysis (if data availability will allow);

environmental quality guidelines for the management of

….

temporal

contaminated sediments and dredged material, as well
The research project began in late March and is expected

require sediment contamination data.

to take four months. We will publish the results in the

The problem is spatial and temporal in nature and

Journal of Ship Hull Performance for the benefit of

using a geographic information system (GIS) to manage

the shipping industry, port authorities and all those

the spatial and non-spatial data will be beneficial.

concerned with the marine environment.

This could assist in the identification of concentration
gradients, critical pathways and possible trophic

The Researchers

limitations. In addition it could also offer a valuable
Dr. Ilse Steyl is a highly skilled and experienced

gement Systems (EMS).

Geographer/Environmental Scientist working within

The GIS will assist by spatially mapping and

the fields of international development, water resource

potentially modelling the distribution of contaminants

management and spatial and geostatistical data ma-

Upcoming events

tool to port managers supporting Environmental Mana-
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Easy access to guidance and scientific information
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2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

• Investigate the availability and accessibility of data;

41

Example of a screen shot of a GIS system.
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nipulation and analysis. After graduating from the

humic acids and dissolved organic matter in marine

University of Stellenbosch in South Africa, Dr. Steyl

sediments, as well as the sustainable development

went on to gain a PhD at the University of Southampton,

of the coastal zone. She has more than 90 publications

UK, (Integrated water assessment: challenges facing

and participations in international conferences to her

water resource management in South Africa). Dr. Steyl

credit and is the author of the book Oceanography.

has worked on international development projects

Professor Sakellariadou is a member of the Sub-

related to resource use and policy implementation in Asia

committee on Biophysio-Chemical Processes in En-

(China, India, Bhutan, Kazakhstan and the Philippines)

vironmental Systems of IUPAC.

and Africa (South Africa, Tanzania), interacting with

Dr. Simon Bray is currently Principal Marine

government officials, academics and NGOs. She has

Ecologist (EMU Ltd.) and Visiting Researcher (part

experience in project managing large and small projects

time) (Marine/Aquatic Pollution, Ecology, Biodiversity,

for a diversity of clients, both private and government,

Pollution) at the University of Southampton, UK. Dr.

and has authored and co-authored numerous papers in

Bray graduated from the University of Southampton

her field.

with a B. Sc. Honours Environmental Sciences. His

Prof. Fani Sakellariadou is a Professor in

research project was “Environmental management

Geochemical Oceanography at the Laboratory of

and marine aquatic ecology/pollution.” From there he

Geochemical Oceanography, Dept. of Maritime Studies,

went on to gain a PhD: “The long-term recovery of a

University of Piraeus. Prof. Sakellariadou gained her

marine bioindicator species from aspects of marine

Ph.D. at the Applied Geochemistry Research Group,

pollution.” Study into the effectiveness of legislation

Royal School of Mines, Imperial College, University

against a chronic marine pollutant and its effects on the

of London. Her scientific interests concern marine

shipping industry and biological indicator organisms.

geochemistry and especially the study of heavy metals,

He lectured in marine ecology, pollution and biodiversity

organometals, radionuclides and persistent organics).

sities and has extensive experience in environment

Dr. Langton’s research encompasses fundamental and

related project management, research and investigation

strategic studies into the impact of human activities and

and in dealing with aquatic pollution regulations and

waste inputs in aquatic ecosystems. Specific themes

regulatory authorities.

include: Partitioning, bioavailability and impact of
sediment-bound chemicals; Bioaccumulation pathways,

Bill Langston, Associate Fellow and head of the

processes and models; Metabolism and detoxification of

ecotoxicology laboratory at the Marine Biological

pollutants; Use of biomarkers to measure the health of

Association of the UK, investigating the behavior

the estuarine and marine environment.
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The research results will be reviewed by Dr.
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at Southampton/Kingston and Bournemouth Univer-

and effects of contaminants (metals, metalloids,
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Ship Hull Performance

White Book Vol. 1

W

ork has begun on Hydrex Ship Hull Per-

There will be a hardback printed book version as well as

formance White Book Vol 1. This will be a

electronic versions in ePub and PDF format.

compilation of Hydrex White Papers 1-10, fully up-

This will be the reference book on ship hull

dated and revised, plus some of the key articles and

performance based on a non-toxic approach, packed

interviews from the first six issues of the quarterly

with practical and valuable information for shipowners/

Journal of Ship Hull Performance, and some of the

operators, port authorities, naval architects, NGOs and

key references on the subject, all in one easy to use,

governmental organizations and anyone else interested

indexed volume with all references clearly cited.

in improved ship performance, fuel savings and reducing
the impact of shipping on the environment.
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Upcoming conferences, seminars and other events that may be of interest,
listed in date order.

30 April - 30 May 2012
range of topics related to offshore energy

and mining resources. OTC offers key insights by
industry leaders, emerging technologies, major
projects, health, safety, and environment (HSE),
and the changing regulatory environment.
Founded in 1969, the Offshore Technology
Conference (OTC) is the world’s foremost event
for the development of offshore resources in the
environmental protection.

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

A

t the Rio+20 Conference, world leaders, along with thousands of
participants from governments, the private sector, NGOs and other
groups, will come together to shape how we can reduce poverty, advance
social equity and ensure environmental protection on an ever more crowded
planet to get to the future we want.
The United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development (UNCSD)
is being organized in pursuance of General Assembly Resolution 64/236 (A/
RES/64/236), and will take place in Brazil on 20-22 June 2012 to mark the
20th anniversary of the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development (UNCED), in Rio de Janeiro, and the 10th anniversary of the
2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) in Johannesburg.
The Rio+20 Conference is envisaged as a Conference at the highest possible
level, including Heads of State and Government or other representatives. The
Conference will result in a focused political document.
The objective of the Conference is to secure renewed political commitment for sustainable development, assess the progress to date and the
remaining gaps in the implementation of the outcomes of the major summits
on sustainable development, and address new and emerging challenges.
The Conference will focus on two themes: (a) a green economy in the
context of sustainable development and poverty eradication; and (b) the
institutional framework for sustainable development.

For more information, visit:
http://www.otcnet.org/2012/index.php

For more information, visit:

http://www.uncsd2012.org/rio20/index.html

Athens, Greece - Metropolitan Expo Centre

“F

For more information, visit

http://www.posidonia-events.com/general/general-info.aspx

Upcoming events

For five days in June 2012 the Greek maritime community
will welcome the leaders of world shipping, shipbuilding,
finance and associated industries, participating at Posidonia,
this very special event with its unique mix of serious business
and legendary hospitality.
Posidonia, the world’s premier meeting place for
everyone involved in sea transportation, will be organised
for the first time at the state of the art Metropolitan Expo

located at the new Athens International Airport complex.
This new exhibition centre, the largest in Greece, provides
the infrastructure that our international exhibitors expect
from a world class venue, enabling us to upgrade the facilities
that we are able to offer. Posidonia 2012 promises to be an
outstanding exhibition experience for exhibitors and visitors
alike.
Exhibitors will find a greater level of promotional
opportunities to display their latest technologies and services
at this new venue. Shipowners will be looking for the latest
innovations of shipbuilders, equipment manufacturers and
maritime service providers to enable them to strengthen their
operations and efficiency while increasing their awareness of
safety, social and environmental issues.”
(open letter from Dimitra Michael, Managing Director)

Announcement of White
Book N° 1

or over forty years the Posidonia Exhibitions have
celebrated and reflected the power, influence and
skills of Greek shipping globally. In 2012 you are warmly
invited again to meet directly with the ship owners and
operators who successfully respond to the demands of
world trade with their vast experience, knowledge and
energy.
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fields of drilling, exploration, production, and

United Nations Conference
on Sustainable Shipping
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T

he OTC 2012 technical program covers a wide

20-22 June 2012
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Offshore
Technology
Conference
Houston, Texas, USA
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Upcoming Events

Visit us at Posidonia 2012 at the Hydrex booth in Hall 4.
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16

th International Congress of
(ICMCF)

June 24-28, 2012

The Conference Center at Convention Place
Seattle, Washington, USA

S

ince its inception the Congress has
become the foremost international
scientific conference on fouling and
corrosion of materials in the sea,
and brings together scientists and
technologists from academia, industry,
defense and other government organizations to present and discuss
recent scientific developments in
understanding and combating the
fouling and corrosion of materials,
structures and the performance of
vessels in the marine environment.

The first International Congress on Marine
Corrosion and Fouling (ICMCF) was held in
France in 1964. Up until 2002 (San Diego
meeting) the Congress was held every 3 to
4 years, but the pace of change in this field
has warranted more frequent meetings.
Like its predecessors, this 16th
ICMCF is being convened on behalf of
the Comité International Permanent pour
la Recherche sur la Préservation des
Matériaux en Milieu Marin (COIPM).
Dr. Simon Bray, Dr. Ilse Steyl and
David Phillips from Hydrex will be present.

For more information, visit:
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Hydrex will present a paper on 27 June 2012, 11:50:

BIOCIDE ANTIFOULING PAINTS – BENEFITS
VS. CONTINUING ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS

ELIMINATING HULL-BORNE AQUATIC
INVASIVE SPECIES – AN ALTERNATIVE,
PRACTICAL APPROACH

T
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http://icmcf.org/default.aspx
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We hope to see you at the 16th
ICMCF in Seattle in June.
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There is no doubt that hull-fouling control has significant
environmental benefits. Efficient shipping burns less fuel thus
reducing CO2 output and the inhibition of fouling organisms
reduces exotic species transport, one of Jared Diamonds
quartet of evil, whilst facilitating global trade. However, the
adverse effects of biocide paints have become infamous, most
notably through the endocrine disruption and bioaccumulation
effects seen from tributyltin (TBT). Furthermore, the longterm, though possibly decreasing, legacy of TBT in marine
sediments also creates a “reservoir” which can be problematic
to manage in dredge spoil and water quality terms.
TBT efficacy is claimed to have stalled alternative
antifouling research, however with the ban on smaller craft
and the 2008 IMO agreement on the banning of TBT and
other harmful antifoulants, a return to heavy metal (primarily
copper) based antifoul with booster biocides, was promoted.
As with TBT non target organisms have proven to be
susceptible with potential wider trophic-diversity implications
through bioaccumulation.
Copper antifoul is more species specific than TBT hence
the addition of booster biocides, but, the reliance on metallic
paints to achieve fouling inhibition is receiving increased
attention as it still has species and community implications
and still creates a long term sediment reservoir.
It has been stated that “there is no simple and nontoxic
solution for the biofouling problem [but that] copper
containing coatings are considered as a transition between
toxic and non-toxic coatings.” To support this, greater cost
benefit research is needed into nontoxic coatings, perhaps
through the wider ecosystem services concept. Accordingly
greater consideration of benign alternatives, regular hull
cleaning leading to fouling minimisation, reduction in exotics
transport and contaminant build up in marine sediments
appears warranted.

Ship, boat and barge hull fouling has increasingly come to
the fore as a vector for aquatic invasive species (AIS). The
IMO recently issued guidelines for mitigating this threat,
the introduction of exotic species being regarded as one
of the greatest threats to global biodiversity. Australia and
New Zealand are revising the ANZECC Code with a view to
protecting their waters from bioinvasion. California is revising
state regulations for the same reasons.
Conventional wisdom on the subject recommends the use
of biocidal antifouling paint to prevent attachment of nuisance
species. However, it is acknowledged that copper and other
biocides are not effective in keeping the hull entirely free of
macrofouling, especially the protected, niche areas, and that
copper and biocide tolerant invasive species pose a worse
threat of invasion than those which have not become tolerant
to antifouling paint biocides.
It is acknowledged that in-water cleaning is needed to
prevent the spread of hull-borne AIS, yet current biocidal
paints are not suitable for in-water cleaning: the abrasive
tools used damage and deplete the coatings and cause a pulse
discharge of biocides hazardous to the local environment and
non-target organisms and further afield when disposed of in
dredge spoil. For these reasons in-water cleaning of biocidal
antifouling coatings is prohibited in many areas.
Current stress is on preventing ships from arriving at their
destination with excessive fouling, whereas global elimination
of bioinvasion would require that ships sail with a clean hull.
Fuel savings attributed to sailing with a clean hull more than
cover the costs involved.
An alternative approach to eliminating the hull-borne
AIS threat, is the use of a non-toxic surface treated coating
system which can be cleaned in the water with no threat to
coating or to the environment. This approach can eliminate the
hull-borne AIS threat in an economical and environmentally
benign way.

White Paper 10

here are around 2000 biofouling marine species of
which barnacles, a family which evolved impermeable,
insoluble glue long before humans invented similar materials,
are among the most significant. For shipping, the speed
decrease and maintenance increase led to attempts to control
biofouling, using concoctions including arsenic, sulphur and
gunpowder and metal coatings (lead, copper). Latterly antifoul
compounds became based on toxic biocide organometallic
compounds which poison and self-polish thus impacting
fouling and non-target species.
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Dr. Bray will present a poster:
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Marine Corrosion and Fouling
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